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SUMMARY OF MEETING:

Background:

A prior ballot related to a redundant suspension strap and life cycle testing received negative votes from test labs regarding the feasibility of the life cycle test. This task group (TG) was formed to discuss possible alternatives for the ballot. CPSC staff sent the TG chair a draft performance requirement on 8/11/2021. This TG met to discuss CPSC staff’s proposed performance requirements.

Summary:

CPSC staff clarified the rationale for requiring a redundant support system that does not share attachment points with the primary support system. The TG chair added additional revisions to the proposal, including Ad Hoc language changes. The TG agreed with CPSC staff’s and the TG chair’s proposal. CPSC staff agreed to review the Ad Hoc language changes and provide feedback before the next subcommittee meeting.

Next steps:

CPSC staff will review the Ad Hoc language revisions and provide feedback before the next subcommittee meeting in October 2022. The TG chair will share the proposed revisions at the next subcommittee meeting.